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	 At	 low	 and	mid	 pT	 	 –which	 is	 the	 region	where	 quarkonium	 heavy-ion	 studies	 are	
mainly	 carried	 out–	 none	 of	 the	 models	 can	 simply	 be	 ruled	 out	 owing	 to	 their	
theoreCcal	 uncertainCes	 (heavy-quark	 mass,	 scales,	 non-perturbaCve	 parameters,	
unknown	QCD	and	relaCvisCc	correcCons,	...).	

State	of	the	art	for	the	J/Ψ

in pp collisions at
p

s = 7 TeV. The measurements are shown as a function of pT and in several bins of rapidity. Cal-
culations from POWHEG [152] (matched to PYTHIA [151]) and MC@NLO [47, 153] (matched to HERWIG [46]),
are found to reproduce the data. Measurements from both lifetime- and lepton-based tagging methods are shown.

2.2.4. Prompt charmonium
In this section, we show and discuss a selection of experimental measurements of prompt charmonium production

at RHIC and LHC energies. We thus focus here on the production channels which do not involve beauty decays; these
were discussed in the Section 2.2.3.

Historically, promptly produced J/ and  (2S) have always been studied in the dilepton channels. Except for the
PHENIX, STAR and ALICE experiments, the recent studies in fact only consider dimuons which o↵er a better signal-
over-background ratio and a purer triggering. There are many recent experimental studies. In Figure 9, we show
only two of these. First we show d�/dpT for prompt J/ at

p
s = 7 GeV as measured by LHCb compared to a few

predictions for the prompt yield from the CEM and from NRQCD at NLO9 as well as the direct yield10 compared to
a NNLO? CS evaluation. Our point here is to emphasise the precision of the data and to illustrate that at low and mid
pT –which is the region where heavy-ion studies are carried out– none of the models can simply be ruled out owing to
their theoretical uncertainties (heavy-quark mass, scales, non-perturbative parameters, unknown QCD and relativistic
corrections, ...). Second, we show the fraction of J/ from b decay for y close to 0 at

p
s = 7 TeV as function of

pT as measured by ALICE [108], ATLAS [170] and CMS [171]. At low pT, the di↵erence between the inclusive
and prompt yield should not exceed 10% – from the determination of the �bb, it is expected to be a few percent at
RHIC energies [111]. It however steadily grows with pT. At the highest pT reached at the LHC, the majority of the
inclusive J/ is from b decays. At pT ' 10 GeV, which could be reached in future quarkonium measurements in
Pb–Pb collisions, it is already 3 times higher than at low pT: 1 J/ out of 3 comes from b decays.
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Figure 9: (a) Prompt J/ yield as measured by LHCb [172] at
p

s = 7 TeV compared to di↵erent theory predictions referred to as “prompt NLO
NRQCD”[173], ”DirectNLO CS”[57, 58], “Direct NNLO? CS” [61, 62] and “Prompt NLO CEM” [174]. (b) Fraction of J/ from B as measured
by ALICE[108], ATLAS [170] and CMS [171] at

p
s = 7 TeV in the central rapidity region.

For excited states, there is an interesting alternative to the sole dilepton channel, namely J/ + ⇡⇡. This is particu-
larly relevant since more than 50% of the  (2S) decay in this channel. The decay chain  (2S)! J/ +⇡⇡! µ+µ�+⇡⇡
is four times more likely than  (2S)! µ+µ�. The final state J/ + ⇡⇡ is also the one via which the X(3872) was first
seen at pp colliders [175, 181]. ATLAS released [136] the most precise study to date of  (2S) production up to pT of

9Let us stress that the NRQCD band in Figure 9(a) is not drawn for pT lower than 5 GeV because such a NLO NRQCD fit overshoots the data
in this region and since data at low pT are in fact not used in this fit. For a complete discussion of NLO CSM/NRQCD results for the pT-integrated
yields, see [67]. As regards the CEM curves, an uncertainty band should also be drawn (see for instance [169]).

10 The expected di↵erence between prompt and direct is discussed later on.
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Figure 16: Polarisation parameter �✓ for prompt J/ [229] (a) and  (2S) [230] (b) from LHCb compared to di↵erent model predictions: direct
NLO CSM [80] and three NLO NRQCD calculations [80–82], at 2.5 < y < 4.0 in the helicity frame.
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Figure 10: (a): ATLAS  (2S) di↵erential cross section [136] compared to di↵erent theoretical curves. (b): prompt X(3872) production cross
section measured by the CDF [175, 176], CMS [177], and LHCb [178] Collaborations compared with NLO NRQCD allowing the CS contribution
to di↵er from that from HQSS [179]. (c): Prompt-⌘c transverse-momentum cross section in pp collisions at

p
s = 8 TeV measured by LHCb [98]

compared to the CS contribution following HQSS and fitted CO contributions at NLO [180].

70 GeV at
p

s = 7 TeV, precisely in this channel. The measured di↵erential cross section is shown for three rapidity
intervals in Figure 10(a) with four theoretical predictions. Along the same lines, the CDF, CMS and LHCb Collabo-
rations measured the prompt X(3872) yields at di↵erent values of pT (see Figure 10(b)). In the NRQCD framework,
these measurements tend to contradict [179] a possible assignment of the X(3872) as a radially excited P-wave state
above the open-charm threshold. Such a statement should, however, be considered with care owing the recurrent is-
sues in understanding prompt quarkonium production. In addition, LHCb determined the X(3872) quantum numbers
to be JPC = 1++, excluding explanation of the X(3872) as a conventional ⌘c2(11D2) state [182]. A brief survey of the
new charmonium states above he DD̄ threshold and their interpretation can be found in Ref. [131].

Ultimately the best channel to look at all n = 1 charmonium yields at once is that of baryon-antibaryon decay.
Indeed, all n = 1 charmonia can decay in this channel with a similar branching ratio, which is small, i. e. on the order
of 10�3. LHCb is a pioneer in such a study with the first measurement of J/ into pp, made along that of the ⌘c. The
latter case is the first measurement of the inclusive production of the charmonium ground state. It indubitably opens a
new era in the study of quarkonia at colliders. The resulting cross section is shown in Figure 10(c) and was shown to
bring about constraints [180, 183, 184] on the existing global fits of NRQCD LDMEs by virtue of heavy-quark spin
symmetry (HQSS) which is an essential property of NRQCD. As for now, it seems that the CS contributions to ⌘c are
large –if not dominant– in the region covered by the LHCb data and the di↵erent CO have to cancel each others not
to overshoot the measured yield.

The canonical channel used to study �c1,2 production at hadron colliders corresponds to the studies involving P
waves decaying into J/ and a photon. Very recently the measurement of �c0 relative yield was performed by LHCb
[185] despite the very small branching ratio �c0 ! J/ + � of the order of one percent, that is 30 (20) times smaller
than that of �c1 (�c2). LHCb found out that �(�c0)/�(�c2) is compatible with unity for pT >4 GeV/c, in striking
contradiction with statistical counting, 1/5.

Currently, the experimental studies are focusing on the ratio of the �cJ yields which are expected to be less sensitive
to the photon acceptance determination. They bring about constraints on production mechanism but much less than
the absolute cross section measurements which can also be converted into the fraction of J/ from �cJ . This was the
first measurement of this fraction at the Tevatron by CDF in 1997 [186] which confirmed that our understanding of
quarkonium production at colliders was incorrect (for reviews see e. g. [187, 188]). It showed that the J/ yield at
Tevatron energies was mostly from direct J/ and not from �cJ decays. The latter fraction was found out to be at most
30%. Similar information are also fundamental to use charmonia as probes of QGP, especially for the interpretation
of their possible sequential suppression. It is also very important to understand the evolution of such a fraction as
function of

p
s, y and pT.

Figure 11(a) shows the typical size of the feed-down fraction of the �c and  (2S) into J/ at low and mid pT,
which are di↵erent. One should therefore expect di↵erences in these fraction between pT-integrated yields and yields
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•  None	of	the	models	can	simply	be	ruled	
out	due	to	their	theoreCcal	uncertainCes	

•  Rapidity	dependence	of	the	Υ(1S)	in	line	
with	the	CS	expectaCons	-no	evidence	of	
CO	contribuCons	nor	excluded-	

•  In	general,	LHC	data	are	much	more	
precise	than	theory	

•  Larger	mass,	higher	scale	and	slower	velocity	could	make	Υ	a	beYer	candidate	for	NRQCD	

Larger mass, higher scale (smaller coupling) and slower velocity could 
Make Υ a better candidate for NRQCD  

Υ  production also allows for more free parameters to allow a description of 
both production and polarization – only Υ(3S) has little wiggle room 
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Figure 12: (a): ⌥(1S) rapidity di↵erential cross section as measured by ATLAS, CMS and LHCb [197, 198]. (b) Transverse momentum dependence
of the ⌥(1S) states as measured by CMS [198]. (c) Transverse momentum dependence of the ⌥ states ratio as measured by ATLAS [197].

mechanism for mid and high pT is a challenge. Figure 12(b) shows a typical comparison with five theory bands.
In general, LHC data are much more precise than theory. It is not clear that pushing the measurement to higher pT
would provide striking evidences in favour of one or another mechanism – associated-production channels, which
we discuss in Section 2.4, are probably more promising. Figure 12(c) shows ratios of di↵erent S -wave bottomonium
yields. These are clearly not constant as one might anticipate following the idea of the CEM. Simple mass e↵ects
through feed-down decays can induce an increase of these ratios [74, 199], but these are likely not su�cient to explain
the observed trend if all the direct yields have the same pT dependence. The �b feed-down, which we discuss in the
following, can also a↵ect these ratios.

Since the discovery of the �b(3P) by ATLAS [200], we know that the three n = 1, 2, 3 families likely completely
lie under the open-beauty threshold. This means, for instance, that we should not only care about mS ! nS and
nP ! nS + � transitions but also of mP ! nS + � ones. Obviously, the n = 1 family is the better known of the
three. Figure 13(a) shows the ratio of the production cross section of �b2(1P) over that of �b1(1P) measured by CMS
and LHCb. Although the experimental uncertainties are significant, one does not observe the same trend as the LO
NRQCD, i. e. an increase at low pT due to the Landau-Yang theorem. Besides, the ratio is close to unity which also
seems to be in contradiction to the simple spin-state counting.

Recently, LHCb performed a thorough analysis [203] of all the possible mP ! nS + � transitions in the bot-
tomonium system. These new measurements along with the precise measurements of ⌥(2S) and ⌥(3S) pT-di↵erential
cross section show that the feed-down structure is quite di↵erent than that commonly accepted ten years ago based
on the CDF measurement [209]. The latter, made for pT > 8 GeV/c [209], suggested that the �(nP) ! ⌥(1S ) + �
feed-down could be as large as 40% (without excluding values of the order of 25%) and that only 50% of the ⌥(1S)
were direct. Based on the LHC results, one should rather say that, at low pT, where heavy-ion measurements are
mostly carried out, 70% of the ⌥(1S) are direct; the second largest source is from �b(1P) – approximately two thirds
from �b1(1P) and one third from �b2(1P) [201, 202]. At larger pT (above 20 GeV/c, say), the current picture is similar
to the old one, i. e. less than half of the ⌥(1S) are direct and each of the feed-down is nearly doubled. For the ⌥(2S),
there is no �b(2P) ! ⌥(2S ) + � measurement at pT lower than 20 GeV/c. Above, it is measured to be about 30%
with an uncertainty of 10%. The feed-down from �b(3P) is slightly lower than from ⌥(3S). Taken together they may
account for 10 to 15% of the ⌥(2S) yield. For the ⌥(3S), the only existing measurement [203] is at large pT and also
shows (see Figure 13(c)) a feed-down fraction of 40% with a significant uncertainty (up to 15%). The situation is
schematically summarised on Figure 14.
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New	developments	on	producCon	

changes	to	Mψ		
J/ψ ψ’ ψ’/ψ ratio

Y-Q Ma & RV, in preparation 

Relates the average final state ψ momentum, ⟨pψ⟩, to the cc pair momentum, p

⟨pψ⟩ =
Mψ

M
p +O(λ2/mc)

Also, since the lower limit on pair mass, M , has to be larger than ⟨pψ⟩, the lower

limit on the CEM integration has to be increased to Mψ

For the transverse momentum distribution, we have

dσψ(p)

dpT
= Fψ

!

2m
D

Mψ
dM

M

Mψ

dσcc(M, p′)

dMdp′T
|p′

T
=(M/Mψ)pT

LHCb 7 TeV p+p 

ψ’/ψ	raCo	

•  Color	EvaporaCon	Model	(CEM)	Improved	
	

•  Explicit	charmonium	mass	dependence	 	
	=>	ψ’/ψ	raCo	no	longer	pT	independent	

	

•  Relates	⟨pψ⟩	to	the	cc	pair	momentum	 	
	=>	explain	the	high	pT	data	beYer	

•  LO	calculaCon	of	quarkonium	polarizaCon	
in	the	CEM,	longitudinal	polarized	@	LHC	

		_	

•  SaturaCon	meets	NRQCD		
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FIG. 2. J/ψ differential cross section as a function of rapidity
at LHC. Data from [40, 43–45].

unintegrated pdfs at large x is important. Note that this
matching condition allowed us to fix the radius Rp which
was the only normalization parameter in Eqs. (2) and (6)
– the apparent αs dependence cancels out when Eq. (4)
is substituted in these equations. It is therefore striking
that our results explain both the overall normalization
at Y = 0 and the relative normalization at forward ra-
pidities after matching the pdfs smoothly to the dipole
amplitude at x = 0.01.
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ential cross section as a function of p⊥. Data from [37, 40, 45–
48]. NLO NRQCD predictions are taken from [49].

In Fig. 3, we compare our results for J/ψ differen-
tial cross section as a function of p⊥ with experimen-
tal data at several c.m energies and rapidity regions.
It is clear that small p⊥ data is well described by our
CGC+NRQCD formalism. Further, as anticipated in the
previous discussion, the results in this formalism begin
to disagree with data at higher p⊥. From previous expe-

rience with single inclusive LHC data [29], one expects
to overshoot the data with MV initial conditions–this is
precisely what we see. In Fig. 3, we also show the NLO
collinear factorized NRQCD results [49] which show good
agreement with data at large p⊥. It is very interesting to
observe an overlap region around p⊥ ∼ 5−6 GeV, which
can be described by both the CGC+NRQCD formalism
and the NLO collinearly factorized NRQCD formalism.
A good matching of the small x and collinear factorized
formalisms at large p⊥ is seen in single inclusive hadron
production by imposing exact kinematic constraints in
the small x formalism [50]. Since leading order collinear
factorization results for heavy quark pair production are
obtained as a limit of the CGC result [51], imposing exact
kinematics may help better understand the overlap be-
tween the two formalisms. In the low p⊥ region, a further
refinement of our formalism will include resummation of
logarithms of p⊥/M for p⊥ ≪ M [52–54].
Most of the experimental data presented are for inclu-

sive J/ψ production. These include J/ψ’s produced from
B-meson decays as well as prompt production of J/ψ’s.
The latter includes feeddown from higher excited char-
monium states as well as direct J/ψ production. How-
ever we only considered direct J/ψ production contribu-
tion in our theory results. Nevertheless, the compari-
son is meaningful. Firstly, the B-meson decay contribu-
tion in the small p⊥ region is small, of order less than
10%. Secondly, the LDMEs in [4] are obtained by fit-
ting prompt J/ψ data. Thus feeddown contributions are
already roughly estimated in our results. With the ex-
pressions in [11] for the higher charmonium states, a fully
consistent treatment of prompt J/ψ production data is
feasible in the near future. As a first step, we compare
our results for the ψ′ differential cross section as a func-
tion of p⊥ with data in Fig. 3. In this comparison, we set
the charm quark mass to be m = Mψ′/2 ≈ 1.84 GeV and
used the CO LDMEs extracted in [49]. Theory and data
agree well. However, if we set m = 1.5 GeV for ψ′, the
results overshoot the data. As noted, one anticipates the
sensitivity to the quark mass in the short distance cross
sections to be offset by their dependence in the LDMEs.
However, for ψ′, only two linear combinations of the three
CO LDMEs of ψ′ can be determined [49]; because it is

unconstrained, we set ⟨Oψ′

(3P [8]
0 )⟩ = 0 here. Thus ψ′ has

larger systematic uncertainties relative to J/ψ that sub-
sume the sensitivity of results to the quark mass. Based
on our present work, all three ψ′ CO LDMEs can be de-
termined from a global fit. A consistent treatment of all
charmonium and bottomonium states is in progress [25].
In the latter case, we anticipate a larger contribution
from the logarithmic resummation of [52–54].
Comparing our results to related work, J/ψ total cross

sections were studied recently in the CSM within the
broad framework of collinear factorization [55, 56]. While
the trend of the total cross section is described, the theory
uncertainties have to be as large as a factor of 10 for data

Ma,	Venugopalan	&	Zhang	(2015)	

•  Uses	Color	Glass	Condensate	 	 	
	saturaCon	model	of	gluon	distribuCons	in	the
		proton	with	NLO	NRQCD	matrix	elements	

•  SaturaCon	physics	at	low	pT,	 	 	 	 	
	 	normal	collinear	factorizaCon	at	high	pT,	
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New	observables	
Observables	 Experiments	 CSM	 CEM	 NRQCD	 Interest	

J/ψ+J/ψ	 LHCb,	CMS,	ATLAS,	D0	
(+NA3)	

NLO,	
NNLO*	

LO	?	 LO	 Prod.	Mechanism	(CS	dominant)	+	DPS	+	
gluon	TMD	

J/ψ+D	 LHCb	 LO	 LO	?	 LO	 Prod.	Mechanism		(c	to	J/psi	
fragmentaCon)	+	DPS	

J/ψ+ϒ	 D0	 (N)LO	 LO	?	 LO	 Prod.	Mechanism	(CO	dominant)	+	DPS	

J/ψ+hadron	 STAR	 LO	 --	 LO		 B	feed-down;	Singlet	vs	Octet	radiaCon	

J/ψ+Z	 ATLAS	 NLO	 NLO	 ParCal	
NLO	

Prod.	Mechanism	+	DPS	

J/ψ+W	 ATLAS	 LO	 LO	?	 ParCal	
NLO	

Prod.	Mechanism	(CO	dominant)	+	DPS	

J/ψ	vs	mult.	 ALICE,CMS	(+UA1)	 --	 --	 --	 Density	effects	(SaturaCon/Hydro)	

J/ψ+b	 --	(LHCb,	D0,	CMS	?)	 --	 --	 LO	 Prod.	Mechanism	(CO	dominant)	+	DPS	

ϒ+D	 LHCb	 LO	 LO	?	 LO	 DPS	

ϒ+γ	 --		 NLO,	
NNLO*	

LO	?	 LO	 Prod.	Mechanism	(CO	LDME	mix)	+	
gluon	TMD/PDF		

ϒ	vs	mult.	 CMS	 --	 --	 --	 Density	effects	(SaturaCon/Hydro)	

ϒ+Z	 --	 NLO	 LO	?	 LO	 Prod.	Mechanism	+	DPS	

ϒ+ϒ	 CMS	 NLO?	 LO?	 LO?	 Prod.	Mechanism	+	DPS	+	gluon	TMD	
	Lansberg	(2018)	
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The	nature	of	the	X(3872)	
	In	collaboraCon	with	L.	Maiani,	A.	Polosa	and	C.	Salgado	

•  MoCvaCon:	recent	LHCb	results	on	X(3872)	versus	mulCplicity	
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The	nature	of	the	X(3872):	interacCon	cross	secCons	
•  Considering	the	following	binding	energies	and	sizes:	

For	the	2S:	Satz	0512217	
For	the	X	tetraquark:		
Esposito,Polosa	1807.06040	
Maiani	et	al.		0412098	
For	X	molecular:	Beveren	&	Rupp	

•  Applying	the	formulae	for	interacCon	with	the	medium:	

Setting the scene for the bottomonium family
No such AA data exist at low energies E.G. Ferreiro, J.P. Lansberg, work in progress

In fact, the CIM was never applied to bottomonia
�e relative suppression of the excited Υ is probably the cleanest observable to �x the

comover suppression magnitude [without interference with other nuclear e�ect]

However, not enough data to �t all the � σ co bb̄ [the feed-downs discussed above were used !]

We use : σ co bb̄ σgeom � EBinding
Eco

n where Eco and n are �t

σgeom πr�
bb̄

EBinding �MB M
bb̄
, i.e. the threshold energy to break the bound state

Eco : the average energy of the comovers in the quarkonium rest frame
a �t to the CMS data gives Eco � GeV and n �.� (see below)
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a simple pattern related to the size and the binding energy of
all the bottomonium states, which renders our set-up predic-
tive;
(ii) the absolute ⌥ suppression in pPb collisions as measured
by ALICE, ATLAS and LHCb is also well described and the
tension with nuclear PDFs with antishadowing is solved;
(iii) even more striking, the entire relative suppression ob-
served in PbPb collisions is accounted by scatterings with co-
movers with the same interaction strength as for the pPb data;
(iv) the absolute magnitude is also very well reproduced up
to the uncertainties in the nuclear modification of the gluon
densities.

The Comover Interaction Model. — Let us recall the main
features of the CIM. Within this framework, the quarko-
nia are suppressed due to the interaction with the comoving
medium, constituted by particles with similar rapidities. The
rate equation that governs the density of quarkonium at a given
transverse coordinate s, impact parameter b and rapidity y,
⇢⌥(b, s, y), obeys the expression

⌧
d⇢⌥

d⌧
(b, s, y) = ��co�⌥ ⇢co(b, s, y) ⇢⌥(b, s, y) , (1)

where �co�⌥ is the cross section of bottomonium dissociation
due to interactions with the comoving medium of transverse
density ⇢co(b, s, y).

By integrating this equation between initial time ⌧0 and
freeze-out time ⌧ f , one obtains the survival probability
S co
⌥ (b, s, y) of a ⌥ interacting with comovers:

S co
⌥ (b, s, y) = exp

(
��co�⌥ ⇢co(b, s, y) ln

"
⇢co(b, s, y)
⇢pp(y)

#)
,

(2)
where the argument of the log is the interaction time of the ⌥
with the comovers1.

In order to compute the above survival probability, the den-
sity of comovers ⇢co is mandatory. It is directly connected to
the particle multiplicity measured at that rapidity for the cor-
responding colliding system2.

Since we are interested in the study of pA, one can assume
that the medium is made of pions. Nevertheless, we will show
later that the nature of this medium –partonic or hadronic– do
not change our results.

The only adjustable parameter in the CIM is the cross sec-
tion of bottomonium dissociation due to interactions with the
comoving medium, �co�⌥. In our previous works, relative
to charmonium production, the cross sections of charmonium
dissociation were obtained from fits to low-energy experimen-
tal data [14], �co�J/ = 0.65 mb and �co� (2S ) = 6 mb. These
values have been also successfully applied at higher energies
to reproduced the RHIC [19, 21] and LHC [20, 21] data on

1 We assume that the interaction stops when the densities have diluted, reach-
ing the value of the pp density at the same energy, ⇢pp.

2 In fact, within this approach, a good description of the centrality depen-
dence of charged multiplicities in nuclear collisions is obtained both at
RHIC [22] and LHC energies [23].

J/ and  (2S) from proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus col-
lisions.

In order to set the scene for bottomonium dissociation, one
can not follow the same approach. No such nucleus-nucleus
data exist at low energies and, in fact, the CIM was never ap-
plied to bottomonia before. We have then chosen to develop a
new strategy. We are aware that the magnitude of the quarko-
nium absorption cross section in medium is not well under
control, and that di↵erent theoretical calculations, as the ones
based on the multipole expansion in QCD, [24–26] di↵er from
those which include other non-perturbative e↵ects by orders
of magnitude [27]. There are nevertheless some common fea-
tures to most of the approaches:
(i) The quarkonium asymptotic cross section for the interac-

tion with an energetic particle is commonly assumed to con-
verge to the geometrical cross section �Q

geo ' ⇡r2
Q, being rQ

the Bohr radius of the corresponding quarkonium bound state,
at su�ciently large energies;
(ii) The threshold e↵ects can be taken into account through
the quarkonium binding energy, i.e. the di↵erence between
the quarkonium masses and the open charm or beauty thresh-
old.

Based on the above statements, we propose a generic for-
mula for all the quarkonia states and suggest a connection with
the momentum distribution of the comovers in the transverse
plane, thus with an e↵ective temperature of the comover. We
use

�co�Q(Eco) = �Q
geo(1 �

EQ
th

Eco )n (3)

where EQ
th corresponds to the threshold energy to break the

quarkonium bound state and Eco =
p

p2 + m2
co is the energy

of the comovers in the quarkonium rest frame. Finally, the
mean cross section is calculated by averaging over a normal-
ized Bose-Einstein phase-space distribution of the comovers,
proportional to 1/(eEco/Te f f � 1). Proceeding this way, the ob-
tained cross sections will depend only on the inverse slope
parameter Te f f and the exponent n that can be extracted from
fits to the data.

In order to proceed with the fit, it is mandatory to take into
account the feed-down contributions. In fact, the observed
⌥(nS) yields contain contributions from decays of heavier bot-
tomonium states and, thus, the measured suppression can be
a↵ected by the dissociation of these states. This feed-down
contribution to the ⌥(1S) state is usually taken of the order
of 50%, according to CDF Collaboration measurements at
pT > 8 GeV [28]. However, following the new data mea-
sured by LHCb Collaboration [29], this assumption needs to
be revisited, in particular at low pT . In fact, if one is inter-
ested on pT integrated results the feed-down fractions for the
⌥(1S) can be estimated as: 70% of direct ⌥(1S), 8% from
⌥(2S) decay, 1% from ⌥(3S), 15% from �B1, 5% from �B2
and 1% from �B3, while for the ⌥(2S) the di↵erent contribu-
tions would be: 63% direct ⌥(2S), 4% of ⌥(3S), 30% of �B2
and 3% of �B3 [30]. Note also that for the ⌥(3S), 40% of the
contribution will come from decays of �B3.

Tackling the CMS puzzle.— We have used the CMS [1] and
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a simple pattern related to the size and the binding energy of
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(ii) the absolute ⌥ suppression in pPb collisions as measured
by ALICE, ATLAS and LHCb is also well described and the
tension with nuclear PDFs with antishadowing is solved;
(iii) even more striking, the entire relative suppression ob-
served in PbPb collisions is accounted by scatterings with co-
movers with the same interaction strength as for the pPb data;
(iv) the absolute magnitude is also very well reproduced up
to the uncertainties in the nuclear modification of the gluon
densities.

The Comover Interaction Model. — Let us recall the main
features of the CIM. Within this framework, the quarko-
nia are suppressed due to the interaction with the comoving
medium, constituted by particles with similar rapidities. The
rate equation that governs the density of quarkonium at a given
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where the argument of the log is the interaction time of the ⌥
with the comovers1.
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sity of comovers ⇢co is mandatory. It is directly connected to
the particle multiplicity measured at that rapidity for the cor-
responding colliding system2.

Since we are interested in the study of pA, one can assume
that the medium is made of pions. Nevertheless, we will show
later that the nature of this medium –partonic or hadronic– do
not change our results.

The only adjustable parameter in the CIM is the cross sec-
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comoving medium, �co�⌥. In our previous works, relative
to charmonium production, the cross sections of charmonium
dissociation were obtained from fits to low-energy experimen-
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data exist at low energies and, in fact, the CIM was never ap-
plied to bottomonia before. We have then chosen to develop a
new strategy. We are aware that the magnitude of the quarko-
nium absorption cross section in medium is not well under
control, and that di↵erent theoretical calculations, as the ones
based on the multipole expansion in QCD, [24–26] di↵er from
those which include other non-perturbative e↵ects by orders
of magnitude [27]. There are nevertheless some common fea-
tures to most of the approaches:
(i) The quarkonium asymptotic cross section for the interac-

tion with an energetic particle is commonly assumed to con-
verge to the geometrical cross section �Q
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of the comovers in the quarkonium rest frame. Finally, the
mean cross section is calculated by averaging over a normal-
ized Bose-Einstein phase-space distribution of the comovers,
proportional to 1/(eEco/Te f f � 1). Proceeding this way, the ob-
tained cross sections will depend only on the inverse slope
parameter Te f f and the exponent n that can be extracted from
fits to the data.

In order to proceed with the fit, it is mandatory to take into
account the feed-down contributions. In fact, the observed
⌥(nS) yields contain contributions from decays of heavier bot-
tomonium states and, thus, the measured suppression can be
a↵ected by the dissociation of these states. This feed-down
contribution to the ⌥(1S) state is usually taken of the order
of 50%, according to CDF Collaboration measurements at
pT > 8 GeV [28]. However, following the new data mea-
sured by LHCb Collaboration [29], this assumption needs to
be revisited, in particular at low pT . In fact, if one is inter-
ested on pT integrated results the feed-down fractions for the
⌥(1S) can be estimated as: 70% of direct ⌥(1S), 8% from
⌥(2S) decay, 1% from ⌥(3S), 15% from �B1, 5% from �B2
and 1% from �B3, while for the ⌥(2S) the di↵erent contribu-
tions would be: 63% direct ⌥(2S), 4% of ⌥(3S), 30% of �B2
and 3% of �B3 [30]. Note also that for the ⌥(3S), 40% of the
contribution will come from decays of �B3.

Tackling the CMS puzzle.— We have used the CMS [1] and

•  Average	over	Bose-Einstein	distribuCon	of	the	medium:	

Cross	secCons	very	close	to	
their	geometrical	value	due	
to	small	binding	energies	
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The	nature	of	the	X(3872):	pp	collisions	WORK	IN	PROGRESS	
•  	In	order	to	measure	the		effects	of	the	comovers	with	increasing	mulCplicity,	we	

calculate	the	rate	X(3872)/ψ(2S)	vs	n/<n>	being	<n>	the	mean	pp	mulCplicity	

molecular	 tetraquark	

	Our	results	are	normalized	
to	the	experimental	value	
obtained	for	the	first	bin,	i.e.	0.1	
	
(no	interacCon	for	n=<n>)	

pp	collisions	at	8	TeV						
and	forward	rapidity	
	
LHCb	data	QM2019	

Comover-interaction model (CIM)
In a comover model, one introduces a suppression from scatterings of the nascent

with comoving particles S. Gavin, R. Vogt PRL �� (����) ����; A. Capella et al.PLB ��� (����) ���

By essence of their comoving character, these can interact with the fully formed
states a�er �.� �.� fm/c

Stronger comover suppression where the comover densities are larger. For
asymmetric collisions as proton-nucleus, stronger in the nucleus-going direction

Stronger suppression in nucleus-nucleus collisions as well
Rate equation governing the quarkonium density at a given transverse coordinate s,

impact parameter b and rapidity y ,

τdρ
dτ

b, s, y σ co ρco b, s, y ρ b, s, y

where σ co is the cross section of quarkonium dissociation due to interactions
with the comoving medium of transverse density ρco b, s, y .

Survival probability from integration over time (with τf τ� ρco b, s, y ρpp y )

Sco b, s, y exp σ co ρco b, s, y ln
ρco b, s, y
ρpp y

J.P. Lansberg (IPNO) Bottomonium prod. in AA and pA collisions September ��, ���� �� / ��

n																										n/<n>	
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The	nature	of	the	X(3872):	proton+proton	collisions	

Durham	QM2019	
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The	nature	of	the	X(3872):	pp	&	pPb	collisions	WORK	IN	PROG	
•  In	fact,	the	effect	found	by	LHCb	is	similar	to	the	one	previously	found	by	CMS		

R(
2S
)/
X	

Preliminar	results	from	the	comover	interacCon	model	seem	to	favorize	the	
tetraquark	interpretaCon	

pPb	predicCon		
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The	nature	of	the	X(3872):	PbPb	collisions	

•  In	case	of	PbPb	collisions,	it	is	neccessary	to	include	recombinaCon	

arXiv:0712.4331	
	arXiv:1210.3209	

Comover-interaction model (CIM)
In a comover model, one introduces a suppression from scatterings of the nascent

with comoving particles S. Gavin, R. Vogt PRL �� (����) ����; A. Capella et al.PLB ��� (����) ���

By essence of their comoving character, these can interact with the fully formed
states a�er �.� �.� fm/c

Stronger comover suppression where the comover densities are larger. For
asymmetric collisions as proton-nucleus, stronger in the nucleus-going direction

Stronger suppression in nucleus-nucleus collisions as well
Rate equation governing the quarkonium density at a given transverse coordinate s,

impact parameter b and rapidity y ,

τdρ
dτ

b, s, y σ co ρco b, s, y ρ b, s, y

where σ co is the cross section of quarkonium dissociation due to interactions
with the comoving medium of transverse density ρco b, s, y .

Survival probability from integration over time (with τf τ� ρco b, s, y ρpp y )

Sco b, s, y exp σ co ρco b, s, y ln
ρco b, s, y
ρpp y

J.P. Lansberg (IPNO) Bottomonium prod. in AA and pA collisions September ��, ���� �� / ��

Comover-interaction model (CIM)
In a comover model, one introduces a suppression from scatterings of the nascent

with comoving particles S. Gavin, R. Vogt PRL �� (����) ����; A. Capella et al.PLB ��� (����) ���

By essence of their comoving character, these can interact with the fully formed
states a�er �.� �.� fm/c

Stronger comover suppression where the comover densities are larger. For
asymmetric collisions as proton-nucleus, stronger in the nucleus-going direction

Stronger suppression in nucleus-nucleus collisions as well
Rate equation governing the quarkonium density at a given transverse coordinate s,

impact parameter b and rapidity y ,

τdρ
dτ

b, s, y σ co ρco b, s, y ρ b, s, y

where σ co is the cross section of quarkonium dissociation due to interactions
with the comoving medium of transverse density ρco b, s, y .

Survival probability from integration over time (with τf τ� ρco b, s, y ρpp y )

Sco b, s, y exp σ co ρco b, s, y ln
ρco b, s, y
ρpp y

J.P. Lansberg (IPNO) Bottomonium prod. in AA and pA collisions September ��, ���� �� / ��

[																																					-	ρc(b,s,y)ρc(b,s,y)]	

•  It	is	driven	by	the	number	of	c	cbar	pairs		

quark production, given by eq. (3). Eq. (7) becomes

Sco(b, s, y) = exp

(

��co
h
N co(b, s, y)� C(y)n(b, s)Ssh

HQ(b, s)
i
ln

"
N co(b, s, y)

Npp(0)

#)

(10)

where

C(y) =

⇣
dN c

pp/dy
⌘ ⇣

dN c̄
pp/dy

⌘

dNJ/ 
pp /dy

=

⇣
dN cc̄

pp/dy
⌘2

dNJ/ 
pp /dy

=

⇣
d�cc̄pp/dy

⌘2

�pp d�
J/ 
pp /dy

. (11)

The quantities in the rightmost term in eq. (11) are all related to pp collisions at the corresponding

energy. The value for d�J/ pp /dy can be taken from experimental data [36] or from a model for

extrapolation of the experimental results [37]. The cc̄ pairs are mostly in charmed mesons, such as

D and D⇤ and the corresponding values could be extracted from the experiment [38], leading to an

estimation of d�cc̄pp/dy, as we will discuss below. For �pp we use the non-di↵ractive value �pp=54 mb

[26] at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV.

With �co fixed from experiments at low energy, where recombination e↵ects are negligible, the

model, formulated above, should be self-consistent at high energies. Note, however, that �co could

change when the energy increases. We do not expect this e↵ect to be important and, since we are

unable to evaluate the magnitude of this eventual change, we have used the same value �co = 0.65 mb

at all energies.

3 Results

Our results for the centrality dependence of the J/ nuclear modification factor in PbPb collisions at

2.76 TeV are presented in Fig. 2 compared to ALICE experimental data [39, 40, 41, 42] at mid and for-

ward rapidities. The di↵erent contributions to J/ suppression are shown. Note that the initial-state

e↵ect is just the shadowing, which can induce a suppression of RAA = 0.6 for the more central colli-

sions [28]. The combined e↵ect of shadowing and comover dissociation gives a too strong suppression

compared to experimental data. We therefore proceed to estimate the e↵ect of recombination.

For the charmonium cross section pp measurements around mid-rapidity are available from ALICE

[36] at 2.76 TeV which corresponds to
d�

J/ 

pp

dy = 3.73 µb. We consider that realistic values of C(y) at

mid-rapidity at 2.76 TeV are in the range of a minimum value of 2 up to a maximal value of 3 which

corresponds to a cross section
d�cc̄

pp

dy ⇡ 0.6÷ 0.8 mb. This agrees with the estimated values in [43], and

corresponds to a �totcc̄ around 5 mb, which agrees well with experimental data [38]. These values are

higher than the ones reported in [44], where data is also reproduced. Note nevertheless that there

is no contradiction, since in [44] the initial-state shadowing is not considered. This shadowing, that

a↵ects also heavy flavors, would imply an extra suppression leading naturally to the choice of higher

7
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PbPb	collisions	at	5	TeV:	result	for	Ψ(2S)	

Centrality	and	pT	
dependence	to	be	checked	

Integrated	value:	
RPbPbψ(2S)=0.147	
to	be	compared	with		
experimental	values		
RPbPbψ(2S)=		
0.14	+/-0.06	+/-0.02	
	(15<pT<20	GeV/c)	
RPbPbψ(2S)=			
0.2187+/-0.1123+/-0.0963	
0<pT,	forward	rapidity	
	
	

y=0,	pT>5	GeV		
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PbPb	collisions	at	5	TeV:	result	for	Ψ(2S)	&	X(3872)	
Tetraquark	from	1	to	1.7	fm	
	
	
	

		
2S	

Integrated	value:	
RPbPbψ(2S)=0.147,	
RPbPb(X(3872)=1.239	(for	1.7	fm)	to	

	 	 	0.59				(for	1	fm)	

R(
X/
2S
)	

Our	result:	R(2S/X)PbPb=	0.5-0.9	
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